Graduate Trainee Program

Schindler stands for Mobility.

Mobility needs Talents.

Talents today. Leaders tomorrow.

Mentorship
- Unlock Mindset
- Support Growth
- Develop Vision

On-boarding Induction
Field Familiarization Module
Key Functions Familiarization Module
Business Management Shadowing Module
Secondment to 2nd tier Company or Macau
Graduation

1 week 4 weeks 10 months 11 months 1 month & 3 weeks

Our Learning Method

70% On-The-Job Training (OJT)
20% Experience
10% Training

Apply Now

Application Deadline: 30 April 2019

To know more about Jardine Schindler, please visit http://www.jardineschindler.com
Schindler Graduate Trainee Program

We Elevate… Talent

Join Schindler and have impact on our society. Elevate with us in your career flight!

Schindler has been a Citymaker, with proud reputation for elevating not only buildings and the people living within them, but lifting up the well-being of our employees in establishing their profession and knowhow.

Through the Schindler Graduate Trainee Program, you will be exposed to the Schindler’s business and operational processes in the first phase of the program. In the second phase, you will receive classroom and more in-depth on-the-job familiarization at different business functions and other key support function units to learn the Schindler’s latest products and technology, and acquire both technical and business management skills, learning from ground up.

Upon successful completion of 24 months journey, you will continue to enrich your profile on our succession pipelines to be our people or project leader.

Apply now if you satisfy the following requirements:

- Business Management degree or Engineering degree with business management selective from reputable polytechnic or university in any disciplines, with diversity of exposures in university life
- High level of proficiency to read, write and speak in English, with readiness for being geographically mobile in the rotation
- Demonstrated strength in problem solving, and achievement oriented
- Capability of being resilient and agile under adverse situation
- Leading potential with past success stories on people leadership

Application Link: [https://job.schindler.com/Jardine_Schindler/job/Hong-Kong-Graduate-Trainee-Hong/501063301/?locale=en_GB](https://job.schindler.com/Jardine_Schindler/job/Hong-Kong-Graduate-Trainee-Hong/501063301/?locale=en_GB)